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Daren HRC Digging
The next weekend camp is planned
for 14th-16th February 2020

…please contact Mandy
mandola76@gmail.com
0123456789
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Daren Cilau HRC clean up operation  see page 98

Contact Mandy or Adrian

mandola76@gmail.com
adrianfawcett@outlook.com

Editorial

A big thank you to everyone who sent in articles and pictures for this
issue. Please keep all this fantastic stuﬀ coming!
Please submit all material for publication to cssmattv@gmail.com

Remember that as well as trip reports we welcome items of news or general interest, gear and literature
reviews, technical/scientiﬁc articles, historical accounts and reminiscences, fun stuﬀ, entertaining stories,
and anything else you can come up with. Send high resolution photos in JPG or TIF format. For very large
ﬁles or collections of items upload them to Dropbox or Google Drive and send me a public shared link to
the folder, or ZIP them up and send via MailBigFile.
A FULL COLOUR electronic version of this newsletter is available to download from the members area of
the club website and the club forum. Also, if you would prefer to go paperless and receive electronic copies
of the newsletter in future let me know.
Editor: Matt Voysey
Assistant Editor: Mandy Voysey

The Treasurer’s Bit

by Andy Heath

Firstly, many thanks to all those who have now paid their subs for the new club year. It certainly helps me
greatly if I can get the return in to the BCA in good time. Remember the club year begins 1st October, the
BCA’s 1st January.
If anyone has still yet to pay, bank transfers or cheques are equally acceptable. Cheques payable to
‘Chelsea Spelaeological Society’ should be sent to Andy Heath at the address given in the membership
section below, bank transfers to the club account: Lloyds account number 00591115, sort code 30‑90‑02.
If paying by bank transfer please add your name as a reference so that I can identify who is making the
payment, and also send me an email telling me you’ve paid.
Thanks also to those who’ve made donations to the Old Daren Sunday School
fund, which at the time of writing is in credit to the sum of £3,490. As most
members will be aware, the most expensive single job (the roof) is
complete and paid for. However, there’s plenty more to be done,
more than we’ve currently got funds for, so any more donations,
large or small will be put to good use.

Annual General Meeting
As with previous years, the CSS Annual General Meeting will take place at Tretower Village Hall the day
after the Annual Dinner. The meeting will start at 11am on Sunday 26th January. All members welcome, so
please come along to hear more about the club's future plans and have your say. Tea and biscuits will be
provided.

Membership

MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS WERE
DUE 1st OCTOBER!!

Current rates:
Full: £30, Joint: £40, plus BCA subscription per person of £17 for cavers or £6 for noncavers.
Associate: £18 to receive publications, plus £6 for BCA noncaver insurance.
Provisional: £10 for any 6 months plus BCA active caver insurance to Dec 31st at £4.25 per quarter.
Members who have BCA membership via another club need not pay twice but should reference their BCA
number and membership club with their payment. Full membership information and an application form
can be downloaded from the CSS website www.chelseaspelaeo.org
Please send all subscriptions to:
Andy Heath, 28 Brookfield Road, East Budleigh, Budleigh Salterton, EX9 7EL.
Email csstreasurer@chelseaspelaeo.org
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Ogof Rhyd Sych

May 2019 – Martyn Farr and Rachel Smith.
Ogof Rhyd Sych – a cave with a reputation and a
cave that has been on my ‘hit list’ for far too long! So
when Martyn suggested a trip I almost jumped at the
opportunity, particularly when a little research showed
that beyond those tight bedding chambers are some
amazing formations. I was hooked…
For security we chose to park at the nearby Aberglais
pub, checking first that this was OK and promising to
return later for a pint. The footpath above the river was
pleasant and well defined and a stile takes you right to
the top of the dry waterfall situated just above the cave.
The entrance to Rhyd Sych is a section of beautiful
waterworn passage leading to a well decorated, wide
chamber. It is worth pausing here to look around before
heading on into the cave.
At the back of the chamber is a duck with an in situ
rope for guidance. Having chosen this extremely dry
period of weather, the water was low. We had no need
for the rope and found that with care and slow
movement it was possible to keep our upper bodies
relatively dry. Beyond was a squeeze then an area of
sticky mud and low roof, the first section of crawling. A
slot in the floor drops you into a pool; take care to use
the ledges around the edge to avoid a wetting here! And
then the first bedding plane begins…
I have to confess to a slight feeling of
disappointment. As I looked into the bedding there was
a well smoothed route and, whilst it wasn’t spacious, it
certainly wasn’t tight for me to negotiate; I think
Martyn agrees it was easier than anticipated. We moved
slowly and as smoothly as we could to reach a larger
passage that crosses the bedding. Here, amazingly, are

some attractive formations which have survived the
passage of cavers as they drop through a slot into
another bedding plane below. Further flat out crawling
leads to a second cross passage where we took a few
minutes to stretch and admire the gours and flowstone
that cover the floor.
It was here that we also took some time to find our
way on. Routes to the left and right were explored but
clearly were not correct. The only remaining option was
a ridiculously small gap, and a fair draught, in the
bedding across the passage from our entry point. No
disappointment here – it looked tight and quite
intimidating! Of course, it was also where Martyn
wanted a photograph! So just for fun I headed in with a
light then turned around (yes it was possible), wriggled
back into position and tried to look like I was having
fun. Then the journey through this tightest bedding
began. Once again, methodical movement and scanning
for the most spacious passage ahead paid off. It was
certainly a more snug section but both of us passed
through, crossed the cobbled stream bed and emerged in
taller rift passage.
The challenges continued as did the draught,
helpfully showing the way. The passage was tight in
places with several squeezy vertical slots interspersed
with small waterfall climbs coated with a thin layer of
greasy mud. The mud continued underfoot in the few
stooping height areas, there was some wading in taller
passage and there was plenty of hands and knees
crawling on gnarly, knobbly, snaggy rock that caught
oversuits, bags and skin in equal amounts. I began to
flag and wondered how much longer this could last.
Just as I was considering giving up Martyn pronounced

Photography by Martyn Farr
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by Rachel Smith

that we were ‘Out!’ and I found myself seeing the first
of the formations we had come to photograph.
Climbing up from the passage we entered a beautiful
grotto with large and fine formations. Care was needed
as you have to climb through some of the formations to
reach the tape indicating where to stop. Certainly a
place for photos! Martyn spent some time adjusting
lighting and angles to achieve the results he wanted.
Then back to the streamway and more crawling, this
time in a decorated passage. We finally emerged into a
most stunning chamber with walls and ceiling draped in
calcite, including a white flowstone bank which was
reflected in a still pool of water on the floor. Out with
the camera and lights, there was almost too much here
to see and photograph and I hugely enjoyed the benefit
of Martyn’s additional lights showing off this area to its
very best advantage.
I lost track of time somewhat but finally with
everything packed we moved on again, passing through
the back of the chamber, over flowstone and into an
enormous passage partially blocked by a pile of
boulders. Yet another change of character for the cave
and one which makes you wonder where the
continuation of this passage might be. We climbed up
and over the boulders in the ‘land of pink mud’ which
liberally coated anyone or anything that touched it.
More photos were taken showing this impressive void
before we made the decision to turn around and make

our way out.
Returning through the gnarly, snaggy rock seemed
less trying and the tight slots were definitely easier to
negotiate with gravity on our side. We made good time
as far as the bedding. Here progress slowed again to a
snail’s pace and we were extremely grateful for the
many tiny pebble cairns Martyn had built to denote the
way through. For some reason the route back was far
less obvious, so moving from cairn to cairn was
reassuring and saved us time. Reaching the first cross
passage we briefly ‘mislaid’ the route and visited a
sump before returning and spotting our large cairn
pointing on into the next bedding chamber and more of
our pebble cairns. Steadily through this, the next cross
passage and the low, muddy section and suddenly we
were back at the duck, almost out. We took advantage
of the chance to wash the worst of the mud off our suits
and bags before sliding through to the entrance chamber
and walking the last few metres to daylight. A quick
change back at the car and our last stop was the
promised visit to the Aberglais and a cool drink to
round off the day.
Overall a very worthwhile trip. It has its challenges –
it’s not for those with a deep ribcage and certainly not
for wet weather – but the formations at the end are well
worth the effort. I have already decided a return is
needed as there is one final chamber that we didn’t visit
which I believe is also a very special place to see...
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Surveying Parc
Lead Mine

by John Stevens
Over the years, I have been on several club trips
where we have explored complexes of old mines and
got quite disoriented. Mike Read had suggested that we
could do a quick survey with a DistoX almost as
quickly as we had explored some of these.
With this in mind, I had a few short trips into the
lengthy Parc lead mine in the Gwydyr Forest, North
Wales. I had previously visited this mine so I was
familiar with some of its upper level (Level 2) where its
main access point is for cavers.
The DistoX has several useful functions when used
with a PDA, one of which is that if you take three
consecutive measurements of the same shot (that are
within the survey error bounds) it will make it into a

survey leg. This means you do not need to keep
referring back to the PDA to see how the survey is
going. Taking three shots and left right up down
(LRUD) takes extra time, so if I just did a centreline
with no other measurements, would this speed the
process up? It would mean that I would lose accuracy
and may pick up magnetic influences without realising
it, if I was not careful.
The first survey trip on 24th March 2018 was done
using the three shots and LRUD. 137 legs and 728
splays covering 1098m of centreline during a 4 hour
trip. This gave a good idea to the size of the veins and
their inclination as well as the direction of the mine.
From the entrance adit on Level 2, I had surveyed the
short side passages until I reached the main vein. This
has a rope to traverse round a hole in the floor. I had
continued to the right picking up the very short side
excavations until I reached a collapse that had been dug
through. This seemed an obvious point to stop for the
day and easy to find to continue from.
The follow up trip was a couple of days later. This
time I used a single shot for each leg. This had the
advantage of not doing as many shots but I continually
had to access the PDA to record the shot as a leg. I did
very few splays to get the mine details in. I continued
through the collapse picking up some longer side
passages until an end was met. A wooden ladder
descended nearby with a polyprop rope, I would return
to this later. I continued along a left branch to a blank
wall with a short wooden ladder up nearby. This 3m
climb led to a smaller set of passages to eventually
overlook a large stope. This is part of Cyffty Mine. A
dubious ladder just back from this seemed too risky
without more equipment, so I returned to the previously
mentioned ladder down. A quick ping with the Disto
gave 15m. As I could only see 3 ladder stages, I decided
to survey down carefully. Once I was down 2 stages, I
could see it kept going for another couple more stages.
This repeated as I went on until I had descended 8
stages to reach the water level some 40m below Level
2. The water was probably 1.2 to 1.5m deep by the look

Stope and flooded incline on Level 3
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of the waterfilled arches in both
directions. One stage up, I got off
the ladder and followed a passage
until it dropped down to a large
widening of the passage. An old
wooden beam could have helped
the climb down but some backup
would be nice before I committed
to such a move.
I returned back up to Level 2 and
started the surveying again from
the main junction near the
entrance. I completed all the other
passages on this level but did not
drop down a laddered and roped
climb that would be the start of the
next survey trip. I also missed a
short climb up that leads to another
blocked entrance.
This time even with the extra
time to get to and from the survey
areas, I did 237 legs and just 15
splays adding another 1468m to
The survey overlaid on Google Earth imagery
the centreline during a 4.5 hour trip.
My third trip was only last month (5th August 2019)
the left reaches a stope up with a rope, but I’m not sure
and I took enough rope to reach the lower levels. I
where this heads.
found that it had been rerigged since I last tried this
Heading back upstream reaches a passage with the
descent and at a push I could have used the in situ ropes
source of both streams. Here a stope crosses the passage
(however, I prefer to know the ropes I am hanging off). with flooded sections beneath. The water continued
The ladder series dropped some 33m to a short
higher than my wellies, so it was left for another trip.
intermediate level with a nice winch shaft. The short
The survey for this day was done with splays and three
passage across the shaft was not surveyed. The next
shots per leg. 79 legs and 194 splays for 643m of
drop passed through an ore hopper to emerge in a
centreline. A few photos were taken on the way out
stream some 10m lower. The stream is part of a loop. during a 5 hour trip.
Heading downstream passes a stope before being joined
I have plotted the survey onto Google Earth, which
by another stream. These then continue down to
shows how extensive the mine is. But it has also shown
eventually reach daylight and Level 3 entrance (barred
that the direction is a bit different to what I expected. I
and collapsed I believe*). A passage not surveyed on
thought it would go between the surface workings of
the other mines that Parc links to. It
could be that due to all the iron in the
mine (rails, air pipes etc) that it has
deviated during its length, but I had
tried to stay away from obvious bits
of metal. The loop down from 2 to 3
seems a reasonable loop, as is the
closure of the loop in Level 3. There
could be enough iron in the rock to
create a local variation in some areas
but that would be harder to sort out,
only a link back to the surface at the
south western end would confirm this.
Plenty more mine passage to explore
in this area.

* Access via Level 3 is possible through
‘Kneebones Cutting’. See report in CSS
N/L vol. 61 nos. 1/2/3.
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RESCON’d from Wookey

by Duncan Price

RESCON is a cave rescue conference organised by
the British Cave Rescue Council held every two years
at various locations around Britain. This year the event
was held on Mendip 68th September 2019 based at
Ebborways Farm in Priddy where there were various
activities and entertainments. The Wessex Challenge
cavers’ assault course competition was also held there
on the Saturday evening. This was won by a team from
the BEC who dominated the event due to the club’s
reputation for “everything to excess.”
One of the main events this year was a rescue
practice at Wookey Hole where a live casualty was to
be dived out from Chamber 22 to Chamber 20 on a
stretcher and then handed over to a nondiving team to
take out of the cave. Previous attempts at practising
transporting a casualty underwater have met with
variable outcomes: most notoriously the “death” of the
victim (Dave Pike) at Wookey Hole. The Mendip
Rescue Organisation report on the accident can be
found in the Wessex Cave Club Journal Vol. 19 No.217
July 1988 on page 195 which I reproduce in its entirety
here with explanatory notes in parenthesis [like this].

lake to check the equipment and get the right
buoyancy. This is now a wellrehearsed
technique. They then headed for Three and their
approaching lights could be seen by the
reception party there. Vented air was visible and
audible as normal. Then, suddenly, something
clearly went wrong under water and the divers
quickly headed back to One without surfacing.
The helpers onshore raced back on foot.
The divers surfaced at speed with Dave Pike
and it was immediately obvious that he was not
breathing as the mask had flooded. Bob Drake
stripped off the helmet whilst others cut off the
weight and cylinder belts. Dave’s face was grey
and his lips blue (cyanosis). Richard West could
not find a carotid pulse and the pupils were fully
dilated and did not react to torch light. He
immediately started E.A.R. [expired air
resuscitation] whilst Bob carried out E.C.C.
[external cardiac compression]. It was then
about 9 p.m. and the patient had stopped
breathing for several minutes. Someone left the
cave to raise the alarm and call for an
ambulance. Bill Lewis of WESSFED assisted
with the E.C.C. A faint carotid pulse was
detected after about two minutes. Richard West
continued with E.A.R. with pauses to clear
blood and note the noisy exhalation cycles. After
a tense eight minutes, the patient showed signs
of recovery and pupil reaction occurred. With
further assistance, regular breathing was
restored after ten minutes and the patient placed
in the coma position and covered with warm
clothing. Dry retching did not interrupt the
steady breathing and it was with considerable

Wednesday 18th November [1987] Wookey Hole
Cave.
The Somerset Section of the Cave Diving Group
staged a sump rescue practice demonstration
using the Kirby Morgan Bandmask apparatus [a
fullface mask which covers the diver’s eyes,
nose and mouth] for observers from WESSFED
[Wessex federation of diving clubs]. After some
open water training in the First Chamber, Dave
Pike agreed to be towed through to the Third
Chamber by Malcolm Foyle and Kevin Gannon.
A line was laid, and the trio did a circuit of the

Left: Bob Drake, Jeff Price,
Dany Bradshaw, Bob Cork and
Alan Mills (stretcher) at Wookey
in the 1980s. Photo by Rich West

Right: Divers surrounding
stretcher at Vobster in 2015.
Photo by Duncan Price
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relief when he recognised his helpers after
twenty minutes. Dr Ashman from Wells arrived
at that moment and ambulance men quickly
followed. The patient was taken to the entrance
in one of the cave’s wheelchairs and thence to
Bristol Royal Infirmary. He has since made a
full and remarkable recovery. Equally
remarkable must be the work of those who
resuscitated Dave from this near drowning in
fresh water, particularly Richard West. The
prompt action of the two divers with him was
clearly crucial.
Dave Pike was able to give full details of what
had happened to an enquiry held with all
concerned on Sunday 22nd November. By
agreement with the Cave Diving Group, Steve
WynneRoberts carried out tests on the
equipment
to
simulate
the
reported
malfunctions. Fred Davies assisted. Their report
will be considered by the CDG and MRO would
await their subsequent recommendations.
I remember the incident quite well: I hadn’t started
cave diving at the time but happened to be on Mendip
for Dave Pike’s “wake” at the Hunters’ Lodge Inn
where the “deceased” was very much enjoying the
event. Dave subsequently had a “first birthday” party a
year later…
The cause of the accident was investigated by Fred
Davies and Steve WynneRoberts. The flow of air to the
face mask also served to demist the glass and purge the
mask of water. The flow had been turned up so the
diver could see clearly and defeat any leaks –
consequently the first stage iced up due to the excessive
air consumption. Bob Drake describes the Kirby
Morgan Bandmask in CDG N/L 85 p. 34 and mentions
some of these issues. He also describes the technique of
transporting the casualty faceup – a practice which
today we would find unacceptable since any water
entering the mask has nowhere to go but into the diver’s
airway. Fortunately, Dave Pike had the presence of
mind to remember his training from Oliver Lloyd that
“dry” drowning was preferable to inhaling water, so he
held his breath until he passed out! The incident was
mentioned in the Somerset Section CDG’s report to the

following newsletter and a comprehensive report of the
incident and findings published in CDG N/L 87.
Naturally some members of the CDG took a downer
on doing cave diving practices with a live victim.
Others took up the challenge of doing it safely and I had
the pleasure of being the body in a stretcher which was
hauled around Stoney Cove (a flooded quarry that is
used as a dive centre near Leicester) over 20 years ago.
We kept things simple: I was put in the spine board and
the straps were done up. A pair of diving cylinders were
attached to the stretcher in a sidemounted configuration
and I was taken for a guided swim. Despite wearing
fins, it was almost impossible to use them, and I was
heavily reliant on my minders to urge me along. At one
point I was dragged underneath one of the “attractions”
– an aircraft fuselage – to prove that it was possible to
get a diver through a restriction. With my arms free I
could also swap conventional regulators.
This technique was refined at various training
sessions in open water and a new generation of fullface
masks arrived on the scene which were safer to use and
included gas switching blocks so that the air supply
could be obtained from multiple cylinders. We practised
with these at CDG training camps – almost drowning
the (then) CDG Chairman, Bryan “Scoff” Schofield, at
Vobster Quarry when he was put on his back
underwater. Video footage of one such session is in the
first of the YouTube videos listed at the end of this
article. Still noone was brave enough to give it a go in
a cave.
This attitude changed after the Tham Luang Nam
Nong rescue in Thailand in July 2018. Thirteen people
were evacuated by diving through some challenging
flooded cave passage using fullface masks.
Furthermore, the victims were completely helpless –
anesthetised and restrained with cable ties so they were
effectively a “package” for divers to manoeuvre
through the cave like a tacklesack.
A couple of the divers involved in the Thailand gig
were motivated to bring their experience home and
develop techniques to recover an injured caver through
a sump. British cave divers are, to some extent, living
on borrowed time in that there has never been the need
to carry out an evacuation of someone with a spinal
injury by diving. With the growing interest in aid
climbing beyond sumps, it is perhaps inevitable that
someone could hurt themselves
seriously. So far, we’ve been
lucky with only accidents which
left the diver still able to help
themselves: e.g. arm, back and
facial injuries (Martin Holroyd,
Boreham Cave, 1986 – see CDG
N/L 92) or broken arm (Andy
Goddard, Notts Pot 1996 – see
CDG N/L 119). Even a minor
injury can make it impossible
for a cave diver to don their
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diving gear as I found out when I dislocated my thumb
in Daren Cilau.
Chris Jewell QGM and Connor Roe MBE
spearheaded the effort. Chris is the Cave Diving
Group’s BCRC representative. They honed techniques
at Wookey Hole, using the resurgence pool as a
convenient training site. I helped at a practice there on
July 21st, 2019, which culminated with Chris being
taken to Chamber 3 and back on a stretcher. The
underwater environment is relatively benign: mainly
roomy sumps, but there were a couple of restrictions to
pass with the casualty en route. I filmed the activities
and put the footage online. The scene was set for the
main event at RESCON and, despite powerful voices
threatening to scupper the event, I volunteered to offer
my services as the casualty.
Saturday 8th September was a general familiarisation
with the procedure and several divers took on the roles
of victim and minders. I was unable to attend this as my
employer was celebrating the 100th anniversary of the
founding of the company by having an open day at
work with bouncy castles, BBQ etc. My role was to
oversee several science demonstrations in the canteen
with vacuum pumps, VandeGraaf generators and other
stuff that made bangs, sparks and flames. At least we
didn’t set the fire alarms off and cause a site
evacuation! I did make it to the end of the day’s event at
Wookey Hole Caves to hear John Volanthen GM give a
talk on “recovery” – it is a touchy subject and John
described his experiences in candid detail. I contributed
by describing incidents at PwllyCwm in 2011 and at
Aber Las Mine in 2014. Besides the mechanics of the
body extraction there are considerations of evidence
collection, wellbeing of those involved and the victim’s
next of kin, as well as issues surrounding legal
procedures and closure for those concerned. One of my
friends sums it up as “... a skill set that no one should
really want to develop. It is just a shame that
occasionally they come in handy.”
We’d agreed an early start for me to get ready to be
extracted from Chamber 22 to Chamber 20. My wife,
Naomi, had misgivings about the whole exercise but
agreed with me that we had to practise the scenario
before it was needed. I was confident in the selection of
experienced divers who were to take part in the exercise
– they were all good friends whom I trusted implicitly. I
chose Gavin Newman to keep me company in Chamber
22 while I awaited rescue and someone who was tasked
with carrying my dive gear out alongside me, prepared
to come to my aid if things went wrong. One condition
of the exercise was that I provided my own cylinders
and regulators for me to wear on the stretcher. The
divers involved in coming to 22 were told to use a pair
of 12 litre cylinders to afford plenty of gas. Normally
one could dive from the resurgence that far and back
and still have ample reserves. I was going to have the
same amount of air for the dive back out. I also selected
the set of regulators that I’d loaned to Connor for the

Thailand rescue. I’d recently used these for the Ogof
Cnwc to PwllyCwm through trip and I knew them to
be in top form. (It might be difficult for a nondiver to
understand, but I have lots of sets of gear and will use
the most conveniently configured equipment for any
one dive rather than bring out my “best” kit – think of it
like using an old oversuit for a digging trip but a new
one for a photo trip).
I arrived at Wookey Hole on Sunday morning 9th
September around 8:20 to find Gavin already there.
We’d arranged to meet Chris, who was apparently
without a mobile phone having driven over it the
previous evening. Gavin and I signed in and started
getting ready. We were soon joined by Chris and I gave
him my gear to use on the stretcher. He swapped out the
inflator hose on one of them and added another to the
other to fit his buoyancy compensator which was to be
used on the stretcher. With Chris’s help we set off from
9(2) at 9:30 – Gavin first wearing a wetsuit and 2x300
bar 7 litres cylinders. I wore my Decathlon one piece
7.5 mm wetsuit with a rash vest underneath – I had
intended to put on a nylon oversuit as an extra layer to
keep out flushing (this was the configuration I’d used to
dive out from Daren a week ago) but left the oversuit in
my car. I carried a bag with a rocket tube containing 4
kg lead, a stove, cup, instant latte coffee sachets, 2
small tins of sausages and beans (the only cans I could
find with ring pulls), chocolate and salted peanuts. I’d
also packed the bag with a singleskin 4man tent
bought on special offer in Tesco and destined for 24 at
some point. I used a pair of smaller tanks – 6 litre water
capacity with a 200 bar working pressure. This was
more than enough to for the dive, but it didn’t allow me
an extravagant reserve.
I arrived just behind Gavin in 22 cursing the fact that
one of my regulators was giving me a very wet breathe
due to debris (from PwllyCwm probably) trapped
under the exhaust diaphragm. Ordinarily I would have
stripped the second stage and fixed it for the dive out,
but this didn’t seem necessary. We set up camp above
dive base on a convenient area of sand. This was close
to the place where the Cave Link communications unit
had been placed on an exercise in 2018. Our spot gave
us a commanding view not only of the dive base, but
also the point where the line surfaces in 22 if one
ignores the branch line to a more convenient dekitting
area. By the time the reconnaissance team of Craig
Holdstock (who is an anaesthetist) and Gareth Davies
arrived with the Cave Link unit in a dry tube we were
starting our second brew. Charlie ReidHenry arrived
soon after with one of the 12’s for me. We were not able
to get the comms working but received one message
(sent from outside the cave) and were unable to reply.
Eventually Charlie was sent out as a runner (swimmer?)
to inform the others what the situation was. Noone had
a slate to write stuff down on. It turned out the Cave
Link sets has not been “paired” on the surface (the sets
were from different teams) and this was why we were
0123456789
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unable to talk to the unit in Chamber 9.
Chris, Laura Trowbridge, Josh Bratchley
MBE and Robert Thomas arrived with the
spinal board, rigid stretcher and other stuff
passing Charlie as he was diving out. I walked
down to dive base and was put in the spine
board standing up to save time (I was not warm
and there seemed no point in making me cold
doing it lying down). I donated my surplus
buoyancy compensator to add buoyancy to the
rigid stretcher (which we had decided not to use
since I’d made my own way to dive base) as it
was very heavy in the water. Noone had a tool
kit to change the hoses over, so it had to be
orally inflated since the hose for it was on one
of the regulators for my 6’s which Gavin would
carry out. My fins were put on me, and the big
cylinders offered up to my sides. These
required clipping on at the waist and by the
Duncan on stretcher being hauled into Chamber 19.
shoulders so that the tanks were held close to
Photo by Chris Jewell
me. There was one moment where I thought to
Robert with three tanks and act as backup. After 7
myself “Oh fuck! What have I let myself in for?” but
minutes of easy going I was met in 19 (the sump pool
this soon passed.
that leads into Chamber 20) by Rob Harper and turned
In the water I was neutrally buoyant – I think that
on my back – I had to be rotated horizontally with one
some lead was added to me to give the wing something
to work against when shallow and I felt comfortable. cylinder rolled over my semisubmerged body. Ideally,
one cylinder should have been removed and the
Following John Volanthen’s advice, I wore cutters on
stretcher turned over the top of the remaining one.
both arms as well as my dive knife. I made sure that I
Since the cylinders were tight to the stretcher this was
had felt down my body to know where all the straps
not an issue. Lying on my back I kept the righthand
were. I also kept my lightweight harness on closest to
regulator in while the tanks were removed and had to
my wetsuit. It occurred to me that I needed to be able to
wear tanks to dive out if we had to abort, or worse still, swap mouthpieces in the water. This resulted in a
mouthful of the sump. Noone was able to remove the
cut myself out of my bondage underwater. Everyone
lefthand second stage from my neck strap, so I drew
packed up to dive out and I began my journey.
my knife and cut the bungee knowing that I had plenty
I was able to pull myself along the inclined bedding
of spares at home.
underwater at the start of the sump that leads into the
When the second tank was taken off, Robert gave me
main river passage and even use my fins to frog kick
air from one of his tanks with a regulator on a long hose
(after I’d confirmed this, I just kept my feet together
attached to the cylinder. This sort of configuration is
and let others do the work). I’d snorted some
standard for diving instructors so that they can share air
decongestant before diving and had no problem clearing
with students in difficulties. I stayed on air (holding the
my sinuses. I also swapped regulators frequently and
only used 30 bar in total by the time I reached 19. mouthpiece against my face with both hands) until the
rigid frame was in place and I was hauled away from
Robert went ahead with Chris driving the stretcher
the surface of the sump pool.
while I kept one hand on the line and shone my
I thought the haul went well – it was a slow process
handheld torch ahead of Robert’s who was pointing his
back at me. I tried to grip Robert’s harness but couldn’t: with ropes and pulleys having to be set and reset.
There were a few obstructions to get around and the
I feel that it would be reassuring if I had some contact
chest strap was quite tight on me. I was comfortable
with another diver – maybe I could have a strap to tug
even though I was still lying on the buoyancy
on to alert them but not be hardconnected to the lead
compensator with the elbow of the inflation hose
diver.
sticking in my side. Once placed in a flat area, I
My visibility was limited by the head restraint – I
discovered that the team planned to carry the stretcher
could only look down at the line but was able to fend
to the highest point in the lake chamber of 20 nearby
off jump lines and other obstructions. We went at a
and lower me on a Tyrolean traverse to the tourist
cracking pace with Josh struggling to keep up – he was
walkway below. This was news to me, and I made my
swimming behind and below me and able to see me
excuses to be let out of the stretcher so that someone
changing regs. Gavin followed with my tanks having
who was not soaked in his own urine and in need of a
been instructed to pass me gas if everything went tits
fag could take over. As soon I reached the car park I
up. In retrospect it would have been better to equip
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called Naomi and then texted John as promised, much to everyone’s relief…
There was a debriefing session at the Mendip Cave Rescue store next to the Belfry (BEC HQ) in Priddy where
several good points were made. Some of these I list for future reference:
• The tent was nice – it gave us something to do and provided shelter. Needs 2×2 m to put up (£17 from
Tesco) and it is now in Chamber 24 for support divers to enjoy whilst waiting for divers to return from the
depths beyond.
• Stove and hot food were excellent. Craig shared a Crunchie with me which was welcome. No one else apart
from Craig, Gavin and I had food to my knowledge.
• Communications were abysmal – people seem fixated on
technology. A hardwired dualwire or earthreturn telephone
cable could have been quickly cabletied to the line.
• Every diver should have a slate and pencils. Every diver should
have a BC – with as many spares as possible for trimming out
heavy stuff – like the frame stretcher.
• There is no reason on earth why there should be any space left in
dry tubes – pack them out with food, torches and balaclavas!
Even on a practice.
CDG Training Camp 2015, Vobster Quarry
https://youtu.be/wEocFpVMzg4
• Put long hoses on the cylinders the casualty is using. Keep them
on air where there is any danger of them taking on water.
• Finally, we agreed that I could have been taken out at 9(2) – even
though it would have meant posting me through a couple of
underwater squeezes – but at least hauling me out earlier gave
the nondivers something to do in Chamber 20.
I’m now much in demand as a professional cave rescue practice
victim: I was back in Wookey Hole for another event on October 1st
where I was hauled high into the roof of Chamber 9 using a
counterbalance technique onto the safety netting below a loose bit of
roof (!) and then swung across and up onto the staging used by the
Wild Wookey groups to abseil down from the high level series. I don’t Underwater Stretcher Carry, July 2019, Wookey Hole
think those managing the haul appreciated such a stout caver being
https://youtu.be/oTtGcp-lLnk
used as casualty.
For further reading on Mendip Cave Rescue check out this new ebook available as a free download from
the Mendip Cave Registry and Archive website:

A HISTORY OF MENDIP CAVE RESCUES & INCIDENTS

by Alan
Complete with photographs, illustrations and statistics from the M.R.O. and
M.C.R. archives, newspaper reports, and log book extracts, this book covers 350
years of incidents from 1669 to 2019 with detailed accounts of each rescue undertaken.

Gray

Available to view or download in pdf format (767 pages, 15 MB) on
the Mendip Cave Registry and Archive website www.mcra.org.uk
You’ve been home for two hours after a long day caving.
The wet kit is hanging and just started to dry, a meal is
cooking, and you’ve had a shower to wash the dirt and
some of the aches away. After the meal you plan just to
sit down and relax until it’s time for bed.
The telephone rings!
A party of six trapped by ﬂood water below
the 20 in Swildon’s Hole. The meal is
forgotten, although your stomach thinks
otherwise, wet caving kit is thrown into the
car. It’s dark and still raining.
This will be a long hard rescue...
0123456789
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Library Additions
The library stock has been enhanced with the addition of three books and a DVD.

by Paul Tarrant

The Castleton Mines is an excellent book, published in 2016 containing loads of
photographs of the historic mines of the area with modern detailed descriptions
of what remains and how the mines link in with the existing cave systems of Peak
Cavern, Treak Cliﬀ and Speedwell. It should be possible to come up with some
very interesting trips in Derbyshire with the info contained in this book.
The following three items I have acquired and pass on to the club as a donation.
La Spéléologie Catalane describes the historical exploration of the Ariege/Pyrenees region of France. It
is in French and has nice pictures of Casteret and Loubens.
Wales ‐ British Regional Geology was published in 2007 and replaced the earlier edition written some time
back in the 50s when things like plate tectonics were not really understood. It gives an excellent up to date
overview of all the diﬀerent geological ages present in Wales, and contains good photographs and easy to
understand maps and sectional diagrams. It is well worth reading if you have any interest in understanding
how the landforms you can see around Llangattock were created.
The Beautiful Adventure ‐ Dan yr Ogof is a really excellent DVD made by Andy & Antonia Freem of SWCC.
It has stunning drone shots of the Black Mountain to start with, then covers the old
early historical explorations to present day stuﬀ that explores the Battle of Britain
diver’s complex, with an explanation as to why the cave ﬂoods
like it does, including some very interesting video shots of
ﬂooding in the show cave. The ﬁlm progresses with
exploration right to the very end of the cave,
following well known passages and other
more unfamiliar places, showing oﬀ the
Freem’s excellent ﬁlming techniques. A ﬁlm
well worth watching with a pint or a glass of
wine in hand in front of the ﬁre during these
winter evenings when DYO will be far too wet
to explore. A marvellous ﬁlm of a very special
cave!

Coming soon
The MCRA is pleased to announce the impending launch of Somerset Underground
Volume One. This full-colour production comprises 275 pages with details of more than
750 natural caves, sea caves, mines, sinks, risings, springs, holy wells and artificial
underground sites in Bristol, the Avon Gorge, Broadfield Down and the Bristol Channel,
plus West Somerset, the Quantocks, the Brendons and Exmoor.
Many hours spent roaming the Somerset countryside foraging in undergrowth and
searching through archives has resulted in a very well-constructed and interesting book
by Rob Taviner. Intended as an up-to-date replacement for the Barrington and Stanton
“Complete Caves of Mendip” books (otherwise known as “the diggers’ bible”), this
publication is a must for all diggers, seekers of lost caves, cave historians and people who
like to enhance a good walk with a foray into a cave or two.
Publication expected early 2020 - see www.mcra.org.uk for details.
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On the weekend of 18th-20th October, twelve hardy CSS members braved the adverse weather and travelled
to the Peak District for a weekend of caving fun and social merriment. Six very different trips took place over
the three days with historic mines, dangling on ropes, forging through water, appraising ancient cave art, and
entering the realms of Giants. Here are the trip reports of our various adventures...

The Famous Five
Go Loopy in Derbyshire

by Charles Bailey

18th October – Matt and Mandy Voysey, Andy
Heath, Emyr Walters, Charles Bailey
The CSS weekend trip to Derbyshire started early
with a few keen souls arriving in time for a Friday trip.
As the local resident, I thought it appropriate to suggest
a dry, fun antidote to what promised to be a cold wet
weekend’s caving – Wapping Mine and Cumberland
Cavern.

The Cave/Mine History

Parking for the trip is usually best at the New Bath
Hotel, at the far end of the car park. This hotel used to
be a bit grubby and carefree, but over the last few years
has had significant investment in both the hotel and the
outdoor swimming pool. As a result, my requests to
park were granted but with suspicion – I looked more
like the great unwashed than a prospective client. It’s
probably best not to wash your caving gear in the pool
if you fancy a follow up trip.

Cumberland, that historic county in North West
England, and Wapping, that district in East London, are
clearly a long way from Derbyshire. The question of
how they came to be associated with a cave/mine
combination in Matlock Bath is a historic one, but
nevertheless Cumberland Cavern and Wapping Mine
provided the “dry, fun” requirement for our trip.
Wapping Mine was first worked in the 1750s, around
the same time as Cumberland Cavern. The latter was
developed into a show cave, with Queen Victoria
visiting in 1780, resulting in it being named Royal
Cumberland Cavern. If that lady wanted to name your
mine, you didn’t argue.
Both have been connected for a long time, but a
through trip is not possible as the Cumberland entrance
has been capped at the request of the landowner.
However, the upper series and lower series make a nice
round (in the vertical plane) trip. At the turning point in
Cumberland are stairways and what was described back
when HRH visited as an enchanting crystal pool.

Easy changing, a brief wander through a housing
estate, and soon enough we were walking along a
wooded trail for a few hundred metres. The entrance to
Wapping is in a cutting, but well hidden, and gives way
to a good sized passage with some impressive stopes
and timbers in the roof. Crystal outcrops and protocave
pearls are in juxtaposition with old and new graffiti
(apparently a group called “The Troggs” occupied the
place in the 60s/70s).
The cave/mine then becomes less roomy, with spoil,
rubble and rocks stacked at the sides of passages
meaning easy navigation. Finally, a series of three spiral
staircases are met leading up and down into the show
cave proper and the Wishing Well – a pool with a dam
wall. A couple of points to note here:
• Either HRH was very small, or the place was
originally a lot bigger – Victorian Dress attire
would have proved challenging at the current
dimensions.

The Trip

Photos by Matt Voysey
0123456789
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• The enchanting crystal pool probably was
impressive back in 1780 (who’d want to risk
the wrath of a disappointed Queen Victoria!)
but doesn’t fall into the spectacular category
any more. It’s fair to say we didn’t need to
worry about camera flash reflections from the
rafts of crystals.
After all that excitement, the trip out was spiced up
by dropping into the lower series via the Devil’s Pit and
trying to navigate out of the Lower Workings. This was
worked around 100 years ago for fluorspar, but the
series of interconnecting passages didn’t actually yield
that much. A flurry of activity around 60 years ago was
also halted by a collapse. This left some recent mine
artefacts and a confusing series of passages, inventively

Lower Workings

called The Maze.
It’s fair to say navigation didn’t go that smoothly,
probably due to not being equipped with a survey,
compass or prior knowledge. However, Matt and
Mandy successfully found a way through after I’d
faffed around for 20 minutes. For simplicity, and future
reference, see the annotated survey (with full credit to
Caves of The Peak District).
Once out after a 3 hour trip, we realised that we
didn’t have sufficient time for objective two
(Devonshire Cavern). However, as heading back to the
OCC hut directly would have looked a tad wimpish, we
elected for a decompression stop and enjoyed a fine pint
in the vibrant Miners Standard at Winster.

My failed connection route *

Matt and Mandy’s pioneering
through trip *

* Artists impression of routes, not factually correct !

Peak Cavern!

by John Newton

Saturday 19th October ‑ Matt Voysey and John Newton
After a foggy drive over to Castleton and the usual fun of inding somewhere to park we met up with the key
holder and completed all the paperwork. Our aim was to do the usual tourist trip with a possible excursion to
Moss Chamber. On reaching the wash off point it was obvious that the water levels were higher than I had seen
before in there. After dropping down the ixed ladder at Surprise View we continued up the Main Stream
Passage to Far Sump. On our return we turned into Lake Passage and proceeded via the Lake Sump bypass to
Ink Sump with its collection of digging and diving gear. Some of the 'I' beam sections would have been an
interesting carry from the entrance! Matt climbed up into a higher level for a quick look round and failed to
climb up somewhere else. When we arrived back at Squaw Junction we climbed up for a look round the Main
Stream Inlet series as far as Wigwam Aven. Back in the Main Steam Passage we went downstream through the
superb phreatic tube to Buxton Water Sump. On the return upstream the water pressure was really noticeable
and the normally easy walk was harder work. It is a good job the loor is not slippery like in Aggy! It was then
just a case of returning up the ixed ladder and back to clean up before exiting the cave. We did not see the
passage to Moss Chamber, but I wasn’t looking very hard.
I always enjoy this trip, the passage shapes are wonderful and there is so little crawling. It is a great way to
spend a few hours.
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Five Have a Wonderful Time

A Maskhill Mine Oxlow Cavern Exchange
by Andy Heath

After much faffing and team reorganisation, we eventually arrived at
the roadside near the top of Winnatt’s Pass. Bum! There were several
cars already parked; hope they’d gone to Nettle Pot.
On arriving at Oxlow entrance we were disappointed to find it already
rigged, as was Maskhill. A trip several years previously had been a
protracted affair due to other ropes/cavers festooning the pitches.
Common sense suggested we should have changed our plan and gone
elsewhere. However...
No need for a full description of either cave/mine, you can read a
guidebook. Even so, a few stats in case you don’t know:
Maskhill – An old lead mine (part natural). Eight pitches. Total rope
length circa 250m, approx. 40 bolts.
Oxlow – Another old lead mine/cave. Five pitches. Total rope length
circa 140m, approx. 20 bolts.
In other words, a lot of messing around on ropes. An exchange trip can
be made via the impressively large West Chamber. Another through trip
can be made to Giant’s Hole, but this is horrible (in the author’s and
indeed any other sane person’s view) and wasn’t going to trouble us
today (or if I’ve got anything to do with it, never).
Mandy Voysey, Andy Heath and Sam from the Kent Uni club went to
the Maskhill entrance; Mike Read and Charles Bailey to Oxlow.
Despite the author’s best attention to ensure our rope was rigged tidily
behind that already in situ, one of our number still managed to become
entrapped in Arachne’s web from which it took quite a while to extricate
herself.
Whilst rigging Pitch Three, lights presumed to be attached to the
owners of the other ropes appeared at the bottom, so we retreated to a
relatively dry spot to allow the returning party to pass. Then, handing
over the rigging gauntlet to the younger, hopefully more proficient
member of the party, rigging recommenced.
An uneventful four pitches later, the Maskhill Three met up with the
Oxlow Two. Despite the Oxlow Two’s inward journey having the least
complex rigging, they had in fact only been waiting a short while. It
transpired this was as a result of the leader having rigged the blind East
Chamber pitch rather than the correct way on. Good job it wasn’t a pull
through!
Bidding our farewells, Charles and Mike headed off up Maskhill
whilst Mandy, Sam and Andy headed off through West Chamber to
Oxlow. Once the bottom pitch of Oxlow had been derigged, Sam was
excused to enable him to make a speedy exit back to his chums. Mandy
and Andy made a leisurely derig back to daylight. As planned, they then
began a second descent of Maskhill in order to relieve Charles and Mike
of some of their substantial load. The Maskhill deriggers had obviously
been making good progress as they were met at the top of the second
pitch. It was therefore not long before the whole team were back at the
cars and heading back to the Orpheus for wellearned tea and medals,
after a most enjoyable trip.

Pictorial representations by Mandy Voysey
0123456789
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Giant’s Hole

Sunday 20th October – Andy Heath, Emyr
Walters, Matt and Mandy Voysey, Matt
Chinner and his chum Nigel.
Mandy, Emyr, Andy and I arranged to meet up
with Matt C and Nigel at the car park for the
cave. Originally this was proposed as an SRT
trip, taking in a descent of Geology Pot, but we decided
in the morning to scratch that plan. This was mostly
because Andy and Mandy’s kit looked dishearteningly
wet and grubby, Emyr was uninspired by the idea of
yet more prussiking after his epic Titan
trip, and I had an injured hand. On
arrival we felt a bit guilty at the sight of
Matt and Nigel already kitted up in their
SRT kit, but they graciously accepted
our suggestion of laddering Garland’s
and skipping the other ropey parts in
favour of the (mostly) horizontal fun of
the classic round trip.
The car park was getting busier so we
hurried along to the cave and into its
grand entrance. I was quickly impressed
and cheered up – the cave is instantly
scenic and pleasantly easy going. The
last trip I had here was in 2005, and I’d
completely forgotten how nice the cave
was. We were soon at Garland’s Pot and
surprisingly it wasn’t rigged already.
Matt hung the ladder from a Pbolt on the left at the end
of the ledge with a traverse line for safety. I took a few
snaps while the team descended, then we were finally
escaping the spray and noise and into the start of the
Crab Walk. Scuttling sideways through the Crab Walk
is always fun, and was a bit sportier this time due to
higher water. Some climbs were a bit wet and the ladder
(apparently called Comic Act Cascade) had a big jet of
water that we successfully applied various acrobatic
ways to avoid being blasted by – everyone except
Mandy that is. At the end of the Crab Walk we visited
the Second Stream Sump, which was very foamy, then
continued onwards to take a look at the approach to
Geology Pot. There were traverse lines to clip into (we
had slings for cows tails) and a bit of ledge hopping to
do before reaching the pitch, which looked rather
impressive and made us temporarily regret not bringing
our SRT kit after all. Still, it gives us a good excuse to
come back again; apparently there’s quite a lot more
cave down there.
Then back to the round trip, setting off up some
climbs. The first was enjoyably awkward, the second
longer but easier. We then had a nose down Poached
Egg Passage and took turns inserting ourselves into the
start of the unwelcoming tight, low tube that connects
with Oxlow Cavern via the notoriously unpleasant
Chamber of Horrors. Andy told us he’d attempted it
from both ends in the past and failed to complete the
connection, and he’s positive that he doesn’t ever want
to try it again!

by Matt Voysey

Continuing on, the next notable obstacle is The
Giant’s Windpipe (which is described in the guide book
as a protracted semiduck). This is a just a bit
constricted, wet and muddy, but certainly not
horrendous. According to Matt (who
seems to know his business in regard
to this cave), some relatively recent
change in hydrology means the
Giant’s Windpipe doesn’t sump at all
nowadays, which was good news for
us considering the amount of rain
we’d had. The muddy soaking isn’t
welcome, but it’s over quickly and
you get moving straight away to warm
back up through a fast crawling
section which soon opens into wide
ledges in the passage high above the
Crab Walk. A rope was already insitu
at the pullthrough bolts, so Andy
scooted down using it as a handline.
Then Matt told us that traversing
along further at high level was more
fun, so the rest of us did that. We went through an eye
hole squeeze through flowstone, then on to another with
a deep drop below it that was impossible to see fully
while carefully oozing through feet first. Matt, Emyr
and Mandy went this way, but Nigel very sensibly
didn’t much like the look of it and he and I started
heading back to the rope. He then spotted a much easier
route down just next to the eyehole squeeze, really
simple downclimbing on loads of good ledges and
holds. The team reunited at the bottom and we headed
back towards Garland’s Pot. I took a detour to climb up
into Chert Hall and the impressive drippy avens above
it while the first few folks were climbing the ladder.
Then back to surface to get changed in the biting cold.
An excellent time had by all and a splendid sporting
cave reexplored.
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19th October – Titan Shaft – Adrian Fawcett and Emyr Walters
Although Titan has been open for trips for a good many years, I had somehow
missed out on previous opportunities to visit. And for some reason, people who have
been there before seem difficult to persuade to go there again. But it’s an awesome
hole in the ground!
Once we’d visited the TSG to collect the key, and found the place we had to return
the key afterwards, we headed up Winnats Pass and along the track, onwards past
Rowter Farm. Since I’d neglected to mark the position of the cave on my map, and
had suggestions that it might be difficult to find, we went on a recce before getting
changed – and walked straight to it.
The first pitch, down a lined excavated shaft, was uneventful. A big puddle in the
passage leading to the head of Titan was welcome because we’d forgotten to wet the
ropes beforehand, and there was no water anywhere nearby on the surface. Next
came the pitch head which requires somebody tall to rig. Happily, there is an insitu
bit of rope I could attach my jammers to, and lift myself just high enough to reach the
fixed hangers high above, so didn’t need to call on Emyr’s help.
Reaching the Event Horizon half way down, we detoured around the roped traverse
to reach the Titan Streamway. It looked quite pretty, but after the first small waterfalls
there was a bigger one to climb with no ledges. Apparently, a suitable length piece of
wood is what’s required – jammed into two opposing cracks – but we hadn’t packed
one of those.
Continuing down Titan we’d been led to believe we’d be hanging in the spray of
the streamway emptying down the pitch, but in fact it wasn’t all that wet.
From the bottom of the pitch we only had a rough idea where we were going since
we hadn’t got a copy of the survey with us. Nevertheless, we found our way to Major
Sump and Calcite Aven. The second pitch going up the aven was a waterfall, so we
opted not to do that. The crawl through to JH looked as if it was no longer sumped,
but there was no incentive to go through just to come back again.
A couple of “totally avoidable technical issues” added some time to our ascent.
Notwithstanding those, it’s a long way back up to the surface, and we were both glad
to be equipped with foot jammers, which eased the ascent a little. Hauling a chunky
wet 100m rope out of the cave has at last prompted me to buy myself a similar length
of 9mm, soaking in the bath as I am writing this.

by Adrian Fawcett

Helen and Trevor Have Fun
Not Caving in The Peak District
by Helen and Trevor Pemberton

H

October can be a hard month for the caving calendar, with a weekend having to fit around Hidden
Earth and Bonfire Weekend. But in an effort to fill a bit of a bleak hole between caving trips, a few
of us hatched a plan to fill the gap with a trip to the Peak District. I have a really weird lack of
enthusiasm for Peak trips that are within my ability. Titan, JH, White River, Nettle etc. are all wonderful,
but I’m very unfit and only have half a set of cowstails at the moment. Thankfully, everyone else had much
higher levels of enthusiasm for various trips, and had planned loads of stuff in the pub before we arrived.
My own enthusiasm for caving never did materialise, but was replaced with enthusiasm for boozing.

T

What a weekend! Quite tiring, though that’s my own fault. Having arrived late on the Friday
night at about 10pm we had our dinner and settled down to a couple of drinks with the guys
when they returned from the pub. As people started to drift off to bed our cosharers Kent Uni
arrived at about midnight and came to say hello. As we chatted the games started to be played and
before you knew it we were involved in a drinking/forfeit game that went on for a long time. We
thought we would stay up and be sociable and eventually (having drank most of the alcohol we
brought with us) went to bed on Saturday morning at about 8am.
0123456789
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H

The poor KUCC freshers are probably now scarred for life. They were really lovely. In my day,
losing a round in a drinking game meant drinking a pint out of the second place loser’s shoes. This
may be even worse, as our studies involved farming, horses and conservation (think poo and mud)
and not physics. If you fell asleep you would have rude words shaved into your body hair and your face
coloured in with waterproof marker pens. If you stayed awake, you may have ended up doing the
watering can – the agricultural college equivalent of a yard, but more beer and even harder to drink from.
The KUCC caving games allowed for part-naked accommodation streaks, and one of the losing tasks
involved a foot massage. The advantage of partially-naked streaking is that you have somewhere to put a
key, rather than ending up having a locked door between you and your undies. When all of the sensible
adults had got out of bed, it seemed like a good idea to turn in.

T

We woke up at 3.15pm and decided to go for a walk along the Tissington Trail and walked
about 6 miles in total. We then had to start getting ready to go out for dinner at The Bull’s Head
in Monyash. We were waiting for people to come back from caving trips and were just starting
to worry when the last group arrived back at about 7.30pm  the table had been booked for 8.30pm.
We headed off to the Bull’s Head, an absolutely lovely pub in a tiny village in the middle of nowhere
yet it was packed to the rafters. We took this as a good sign as people wouldn’t travel there if it was
no good and we weren’t disappointed, in fact quite the opposite. As we sat at our nice roomy table
for 11 people the food started to arrive and WOW what food it was, it was delicious and the portions
were enormous with some having to be brought out on separate plates as it wouldn’t fit on the main
plate, and not overly priced too. We all ate and drank some and returned to the hut. An early night
was on the cards and we went to bed about midnight.

H

On Sunday, I’d booked places for myself and Trevor on a BCRA
organised trip to see the ancient cave art at Creswell Crags. My one
word of advice is to make sure you pick the right town name from
the two identical ones Trevor’s satnav gives you. And don’t end up in the
concrete factory either. Once we got there, we had a very interesting day,
which included looking at drawings of naked women. In the Ice Age there
isn’t much evidence that people drew willies anywhere. Symbolic fertility art
was always of women in ancient history. I’m not sure when people started
drawing willies, but that will make an interesting Google search to make
sure I don’t do at work. I clearly still wasn’t feeling my normal self, as I
didn’t get told off by the tour guide once, and it wasn’t me that asked about
the lack of penises. To make up for this, I have included some photos of the
dinosaurs that roam the white peak.

T

The guide was called John and he was very knowledgeable about the cave art and the history
surrounding it, showing us how to spot the art and making sure that all of the group had seen
each one before moving onto the next. It was not an expensive tour at £9.50 per adult and
£7.00 for me as I got my (old git’s) concession, and after the tour which lasted just over an hour we
then had a walk around the rest of the crag until heading home.

Creswell Facts...
Creswell Crags is home to a cave with Britain’s only examples of Ice Age Rock Art. These
engravings are thought be 13,000 years old and include images of bison, birds and reindeer, as
well as “religious fertility symbols”. It’s claimed that this makes Church Hole Cave the oldest art
gallery in the country.
Evidence suggests that Neanderthal man was the earliest inhabitant of these caves over 40,000
years ago, to be followed by Homo sapiens around 22,000 years ago. A more contemporary
resident of note is Robin Hood, though this is more likely to be fanciful storytelling rather than
fact. However one thing’s for sure, these caves have served many purposes over the years from
providing shelter for both animals and humans, being host to a wealth of art forms and even
being used as a Victorian boathouse!
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South Wales Cavefest
Weekend

Crickhowell was the venue and the
August Bank Holiday was the date for
the 2019 South Wales Cavefest, where
cavers from all over the UK came
together to experience some of the excellent caves that South Wales has to
oﬀer. As before, the Gwent Caving Club did a grand job of organising and
coordinating this event, but with an extensive caving itinerary on oﬀer
additional volunteers from other clubs were also sought to help out.
Naturally with trips to Daren Cilau, Agen Allwedd and Eglwys Faen on the
oﬃng, Whitewalls was to become a hub for cavers taking part, so it made
sense for a bunch of us from CSS to oﬀer our services.

by Mandy Voysey

So Saturday morning Matt Voysey, Chris Tomlin, John Newton and I
headed down to the Cavefest site at Crickhowell Rugby Club to see what
trips we could help out with, and met up with Jann Padley and Stuart
France doing likewise. Cavers are well known for their exceptional ability to
faﬀ, so eﬀectively getting leaders and attendees coordinated took a bit of
time, but in the end it was settled that Matt would take an Aggy Inner
Circle trip, while John and Chris took another group to the Music Room,
Stuart’s trip changed from Dan yr Ogof to OFD, and Jann was taking the
family friendly trip to Eglwys Faen plus Otter Hole on Sunday.
I’d oﬀered to lead the Daren trip and was soon introduced to my team, who
were a fantastic set of folk. I really quite enjoy leading trips as I like the
randomness of the people I end up caving with. This time I had Grace Chu
(a super tiny lady) and Louise Mc Mahon (a majestic 6ft 2ins lady), both
from the TSG, Glen Hunt, a jolly fellow from Weston‐super‐Mare and
David Webb, a very nice chap who I knew already from the BEC. Our
destination was the Time Machine, but it seemed pretty much all the
teams were running behind schedule and we were no exception.
Undeterred we thought we’d just see how far we’d make it. None of the
others had been in the cave before, so it would still be an adventure.
Luckily everyone seemed to be of dimensions compatible with the Entrance
Series as no one got stuck or even complained that much. All the same I
think everyone was glad to see the back of it when we popped out the other
side. At Big Chamber Nowhere Near The Entrance I mentioned the option
of doing the through‐trip and exiting via Cnwc instead of continuing to the
Time Machine if people preferred. There was no way we could do both with
the time we had, as Antler Passage and Busman’s always takes much longer
than the Entrance Series, but I thought they might enjoy the variation.
Everyone was keen on the idea, but gamely opted to continue on as far as
the ladder ﬁrst. When we got there everyone had a test of the ladder to see
just how uncomfortable it is to climb before returning back to the junction
with Antler Passage. Then we marvelled at the White Company and Antler
formations and had a nose down Urchin Oxbow, which is always an
amusing climb, before partaking in a brief snack stop at The Kitchen. Then
onwards, to tackle the chain ladders and continuous assortments of ups
and downs over the medley of diﬀerent boulders and climbs leading
towards Cnwc. In many ways this was a bit of a routine trip, nobody had an
epic, and we didn’t get lost, injured or encounter any cave mutants or
bandits. Basically everyone just had a good caving trip, and we were very
pleased to surface at the end of it and pose for the obligatory after‐cave
group photo with the knowledge that we had all earned our beer and pies
that day.

Photos by Grace Chu and Stuart France

0123456789
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We arrived back at Whitewalls pretty much bang on our call‐out time. The Music
Room team had been back for a while and Chris was plying punters with Ouzo,
but no sign yet of Matt and the Inner Circle team. I wasn’t overly worried about
this as I knew he had a group of 6, a longer walk to the cave, and quite a long
caving trip too, so the odds of a late return were quite high. They eventually
returned victorious just as I was about to head up to look for them. Everyone was
in good spirits, though it seemed they’d had quite an epic with some of the party
becoming very tired on the return journey so progress had been slow. Though the
trip was only classed as an ‘intermediate’ diﬃculty trip on the itinerary, the
distance covered is quite long, which I think caught quite a few people out.
The next day, more punters arrived at Whitewalls and Aggy Music Room was by
far the most popular trip with 3 separate teams heading that way. John Stevens
joined in with the trip leading, while Matt and I took advantage of the sunshine
and went kayaking down the Brecon and Monmouthshire Canal instead.
All in all this was a very jolly weekend and a good chance to meet and cave with
new and interesting people. Many thanks to the Gwent Caving Club for
organising the event and being inclusive to the other caving clubs in the area, as I
think it beneﬁts us all to share our caves and knowledge with as many diﬀerent
cavers as possible. Also very well done to Mel Reid for being organised during the
general caving chaos at Whitewalls and keeping the folks back at the base camp
well informed on how things were going.

ODSS Work Plans
Externally the Old Daren Sunday School is now looking quite smart with a new roof that is not only
water-tight but also a bat friendly zone. The next move is to make the interior of the building fit for
caver habitation. To this end Mike has divided the work required into 3 phases as outlined below.

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Roof, ﬂoor and wall
insulation
Floor screeding
1st ﬁt of electrics
Mezzanine ﬂoor
Front door

Internal doors
Water connection
2nd ﬁt of electrics
Floor heating system
Shower system ﬁ ing

Fi ing of kitchen units
Water heater
Floor tiles
Internal painting

Who knows how much we’ll get done in 2020, but we’ll start at phase 1 and see how far we get.
Working events will be taking place throughout the year, and all help (either physical or financial) will
be greatly appreciated.

The next working event is proposed
ahead of the Annual Dinner/AGM
weekend in January, from Wednesday
22nd onwards. Contact John or Mike
for details.
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Daren Cilau: HRC and Western
Flyover Clean-Up Project by Mandy Voysey
Hard Rock Café

abandoned and should be taken out, but there are still
quite a few mystery drums and kit that I’m not sure
what to do with. So if you happen to have stuff at camp
and haven’t heard from me, please do get in touch.

The Hard Rock Café camp in Daren Cilau was
established back in 1986 with the objective of digging a
dry connection to the divers’ extensions and all the
wonders that had been found beyond St David’s Sump.
With amazing team work, tenacity and a good sense of
fun this objective was achieved less than 2 years later
when the ‘Rock Steady Crew’ finally emerged beyond
the various sand filled passages, crawls, wriggles and
the annoyingly low selenite needle encrusted passage
that is Acupuncture, to the sound of a streamway below.
They’d emerged at what is now The Micron and soon
after were able to stride victoriously into the cave
beyond. Their base camp was moved onwards to The
Restaurant at the End of the Universe (REU) and many
other digging objectives pursued in the cave’s further
reaches.
This could have been the end for the Hard Rock
camp, but it has continued to remain relevant ever
since. It’s been a base for many teams and digging
efforts from a number of different caving clubs, and
many exciting discoveries have been made with the aid
of this fine camp. Currently the primary campers at
HRC are the ‘Daren Diggers’, but there are also many
tourist caving trips making use of the facilities here. It’s
well placed for making otherwise ridiculously epic trips
to the end of the cave perfectly possible, there are many
intriguing leads in the area, drinkable water close by,
comfortable places to sit, flat sandy floors to sleep on
and a naturally flushing toilet... in short it’s ideal.
However even the most comfortable abodes need
some looking after, so another cleanup operation is
currently underway. A lot of kit is stored in the HRC
area for the convenience of campers, and many of us
have our own sleeping bags, clothes and other camping
essentials stored down there. These are all kept on a
balcony hidden away from view from the passage
below to avoid being an eyesore to passing cavers. We
also have a collection of communal sleeping bags and
clothes, but whether it’s because of people not sealing
the bags properly, getting them wet or just the passing
of time, I don’t know... but definitely some of this has
become increasingly manky. In short something needed
to be done.
So last camp it was decided to make a start on sorting
this problem, and anything broken, mouldy, mangy or
smelly was bagged up and is currently in a pile at HRC.
The next move will be to clear out any personal kit that
is no longer relevant. Where possible I’ve been
contacting the owners to ascertain if they plan to return
to camp and make use of their kit or if it’s now

Western Flyover Camp

The Flyovers are a fantastic bit of cave, and the
Western Flyover I find particularly impressive. The
floor is sandy with swathes of cryogenic stal and crystal
loveliness, the roof is very high and the rock very
shapely. It’s all very scenic, with a big wide passage
leading to a short sandy utube which then pops through
into another lofty section that comes to an abrupt end at
a very serious looking boulder choke. The only blight
on the landscape here is the remnants of the old camp.
Though long abandoned, the camp remained in the
same state it had been left for a very long time. No one
I asked seemed to know anything about who stayed
here or when it was last used, yet there were still plastic
sheets on the floor where people had slept, rusty tins of
food, cups, plates, kitchen paraphernalia and a
mountain of black bin bags full of personal kit. We
cleared out the camp ‘kitchen’ here a few years ago as
the whole area was starting to smell, but the bin bag
mountain still remains... However as we happen to be
having a clear out at Hard Rock, it makes sense to
tackle this at the same time as it would definitely be a
worthwhile effort.

The Next Phase

The next scheduled Daren camp will be on 14th16th
February 2020, during which we’ll aim to clear out all
the unwanted kit from the Hard Rock camp and
hopefully Western Flyover too if we have enough time.
Then will be the tricky part of getting it all out of the
cave. For this we will employ the same technique as
before and shift the rubbish through the cave in stages
with 7 designated areas that the bags/drums can be left.
These will be at HRC, Western Flyover climb (Bonsai
Streamway), bottom of the rope climbs (White
Passage), the ladder, Valentine’s Chamber, Big
Chamber Nowhere Near The Entrance, and at the start
of the Entrance Series. That way multiple bags can be
moved in a chain gang from point to point, and also any
passing individuals can take a bag or two onwards
without the task being too onerous. Hopefully this
should also prevent bags being lost or randomly
littering the cave along the way.
Many hands make light work, so if you’ve ever
stayed at Hard Rock, have a fondness for the cave or
just enjoy a bit of hardship and being useful, please get
in touch if you’d like to help: mandola76@gmail.com
0123456789
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Daren Camp 8th-10th November
We didn’t just have a clean-up, a hardy trio also
continued with our dig site at Beyond Time. The
extreme end of this relatively un-travelled area of
Daren has a tapping connection to Painkiller
Passage, but our particular point of attack is a
good distance away from this and heading
towards the unknown. Initial concerns that this
may just connect to Balcony Passage nearby were
quashed when we re-surveyed this route and
found that it was all to play for. Will we succeed
and find cave wonders to awe and inspire? Who
knows, but so far it’s pleasant easy digging with
sand as the only obstruction.

Kieran posing with a shovel

Newly built steps

Adrian at the dig face
The approach to the dig
photos by Dave King

New Life at Whitewalls

by John Stevens

Mike Read and I were getting the shower pump working again after the second submersible pump had failed in
early October 2019. This is always an unpopular job as it involves cleaning the shower drains out. You would have
thought that shower water with all the soap etc would not be too bad, but it congeals around hair and the like to
create a smelly black sludge.
As we don’t clean these too often we decided to clear all the gully traps
that drain into the pump chamber. The two that come from the showers
are the smelly ones but the one in the changing room floor was only
muddy. To our surprise this was full of life! There were hundreds of white
blind springtails, like ones I have seen in caves.
Maybe they have been transferred from caving boots and oversuits to
enjoy life in the dark damp environment of the gully pot. They are not
seen further down where the drain is joined by the shower outlets, so it’s
quite an isolated colony.
No eyes can be seen and they were floating on the water surface when
we disturbed them. There are many species of springtails, so I haven’t These springtails are appox 1.5mm long,
and are probably a male and female
identified them as being one of the common cave dwelling species.
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CSS Meets 2020
January 24th-26th - Annual Dinner Weekend

Don’t forget to send your Dinner
choices to Helen by Friday 10th January

Caving trips Saturday to include Aggy Bat Count and
Ogof Cnwc followed by dinner at The Manor Hotel.
The AGM will take place on Sunday morning at
Tretower Village Hall.

Taxis will be booked to collect from
Whitewalls at 6:30 and the meal will be
served at 7:30

February 21st-23rd - Whitewalls Weekend
Bring along your SRT kits for some dangling fun,
suggested trips include Tunnel Cave, Pant Mawr and
Llanelly Quarry Pot, but all ideas welcome. Trips of a
more horizontal variety are also an option for anyone
that prefers. Booze theme for Saturday night will be
decided closer to the time.

The Manor Hotel, Brecon Road, Crickhowell, NP8 1SE
www.manorhotel.co.uk

March 27th-29th - Devon Weekend
Staying at the DSS hut in Buckfastleigh. Trips to
include Afton Red Rift, and Pridhamsleigh Cavern,
plus any extra bonus caves that people fancy from the
bevvy of short but interesting ventures available in
the area.

April 3rd-6th - Namho Conference Cornwall
April 24th-26th - Forest of Dean
Jann will be leading a trip to Westbury Brook Mine
on Saturday. Accommodation venue TBC.

May 29th-31st - Yorkshire Dales Weekend
Organiser Adrian Fawcett, trips and caving hut TBC.
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J Let’s Play GeoChoc!

June 26th-28th - CSS Summer BBQ
Whitewalls

Twirl: Swildon’s Hole - The Ramp
Kit Kat Chunky: Alum Pot - Bottom

A weekend of fun, flames and feasting on the
Llangattock escarpment with plenty of caving options
to suit all abilities.

Large Mint Aero: Notts 2 - Upstream
Wagon Wheel: Minera Mine - Flooded Adit

July - Eurospeleo 2020 in Cantabria and UK
caving weekend TBC
August 21st-24th Bank Holiday Weekend

Gold Bar: Eastwater Cavern - Bottom Chamber

Mendip Cave Fest and Whitewalls Weekend

Twix: Wet Sink - Coal Seam

Lion Bar: Ogof Draenen - Mushroom Formations
Toffee Crisp: Agen Allwedd - High Traverse

September - Hidden Earth

Double Decker: Rhosydd Mine - Boat Lake

Date and venue TBC.

Other events:
Kayaking on the Wye

Q. Do you have to substitute the chocolate goody with

Lots of options for both beginners and experienced
kayakers, and a choice of single or double kayaks for
hire. Please let Helen know if you’re interested in
taking part.

something else if you find it like you do with normal
geocaching or is it just exciting free food?

A. Hmmm, good question. I suppose it depends on

Mendip Weekend

your character: some people just have criminal
tendencies! Technically, it would be “theft by finding”
which is still a criminal offence, but I am not intending
to prosecute... On the other hand, it is a waste if it never
gets eaten, so maybe the eating is the main objective.

Organiser Lee Hawkswell. There are plenty of
interesting caves to choose from for all abilities, plus
BBQ on Saturday evening.
Caving holiday survey coming soon, please contact
Helen if you have any requests/suggestions for any
upcoming trips: helenlnightingale@gmail.com

Send status and progress reports to geochoc@jpse.co.uk
0123456789
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Easy-Drain Grundies

by Helen Pemberton

I clearly remember my ﬁrst UK caving trip. I went to Slaughter Stream on
a May bank holiday weekend. I was told to bring a swimming costume and
a rash vest if I had one, and I borrowed a thick furry and oversuit. It was a
bit warm!
Everyone seemed to wear bikinis, swimming cossies or rash vest/granny
pants combos, and then go from the cave back to the hut with a wet patch
forming. I never worked out how this is pleasant, so I quickly gave
up on the swimming cossie, granny pants and rash vest lark. Pick up
any overpriced outdoorsy magazine and you will read not to wear
co on but wear some very expensive fancy fabrics instead. We’d
tell any novice joining the club not to wear jeans or co on t‐shirts
on their ﬁrst trip. So why is co on in granny pants OK?
Co on is not normally recommended for outdoor sports where you might
get wet, because it holds the water and can make you feel cold. On the other
hand, neoprene holds the water but helps keep you warm. I’m not going to get
into discussing neoprene undies. Well, not here anyway. Wearing the right fabrics
These are not Helen’s pants!
for the job is important. What I have discovered is that cheap lacy pan es do a far
be er job than co on grots. I buy mine from Tesco. I wanted to include a website link but Tesco seem to be being
par cularly coy about their knickers and will only show me their incon nence knickers online. It’s much more
convenient to just dribble when you are caving, as incon nence knickers really hold the water, and get very heavy.
You don’t need to spend more than a few squid per pair, and they seem to last a good few years. The main
advantage these knicks have is that they drain water very quickly. Both Daren and Aggy have puddles you can’t avoid
easily fairly close to the entrance. Why wear co on closest to your sensi ve bits, when you know you are going to sit
in a puddle fairly soon a er ge ng changed? You wouldn’t lie in a puddle in jeans and a t‐shirt and not get changed
for a good few hours. You could save a few bob and help keep yourself drier and comﬁer underground.
The items pictured are very suitable if you are a woman. The principle works equally as well if you are a man, but it’s
possible your wife may not understand. It’s also more expensive to buy male‐speciﬁc lacy pants. I admit I have never
tried wearing boxer shorts caving, so I have no idea how they compare to granny pants for water holding capacity.
There are a couple of points to consider that are probably not advantages. Firstly, if you are wearing frilly lace
knickers and a man’s set of ﬁshing salope es – also designed to drain water fast and stay warm, but happen to have a
pee ﬂap (as is fairly normal for men’s clothes), make sure your oversuit legs don’t detach while your pee hole becomes
un‐velcroed. At best, you might get a slight draught. At worst, you might need spo ng down a climb... If this happens,
do not worry. Just sit in a bit of mud ﬁrst. Frilly lace knickers s ll seem to hold mud, so nobody will ever see anything.
The only other disadvantage is that if you sell your used knickers on, you may need to start using a slightly more
specialised selling site.

Mice ate my
gusset!
To reinforce the importance of selecting
good quality caving underwear, you need
only look as far as the interesting and
original experiment conducted recently by
Andy ‘Vogon’ Watson. The startling outcome
clearly shows that when given the choice of prime nesting material, the
average household vermin will opt to plunder from the groin and bum
zone of any well‐worn furry suit.
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Index to the following Chelsea Spelaeological Society Newsle ers (ISSN 0045‐6381), published in 2019:
1/2/3 ‐ Jan/Feb/Mar

4/5/6 ‐ Apr/May/Jun

7/8/9 ‐ Jul/Aug/Sep

10/11/12 ‐ Oct/Nov/Dec

The index uses Newsle er number:Page number (with newsle er number being the ﬁrst of each issue, 1,
4, 7 or 10). (P) indicates a photo, (S) indicates a survey.

Sec on 1 ‐ UK

F

A

Fairy Cave Quarry, 1:8‐9
First Caving Trips,
Mark ‘Gonzo’ Lumley, 1:7
Various Authors, 32‐33 (P)
Frongoch Mine, 1:4‐6 (P)

Agen Allwedd,
Bat Count, 4:34‐35 (P)
Photos, 1:24 (P)
Rock Movement, 4:27, 4:37 (P)
Trip Sta s cs, 4:47

G
Gear Review,
Easy Drain Grundies, 10:101 (P)
Silverline 361253 Cable Puller, 1:22 (P)
Giant’s Hole, 10:93 (P)
Gonzo Artwork, 1:7 (P), 4:46 (P), 7:54 (P), 10:104 (P)

H
Henfwlch Mine, 7:71
Hillier’s Cave, 1:1 (P)
History of Mendip Cave Rescue e‐book, 10:88 (P)
Hunters’ Lodge Inn Sink, 4:41 (P)

L
Li le Neath River Cave, 1:21

M
Maskhill Mine/Oxlow Cavern, 10:92 (P)
Misc,
Jann Padley’s GeoChoc, 10:100 (P)
Mice Ate My Gusset, 10:101 (P)
Portable Breakthrough, 1:23 (P)

B
Book Review,
Bats, Phil Richardson, 7:55 (P)

C
Camdwrbach Mine, 7:71 (P)
Carrion Slocker, 7:68‐69 (P)
Cavefest 2019, 10:96‐97 (P)
Creswell Crags, 10:95
CSS,
Commi ee, 1:23
Facebook Group, 4:27
Joe’s Corner, 4:35
Library, 1:3 (P), 10:89 (P)
Meets, 1:20 (P), 4:46, 7:73, 10:100
Finances, 10:79
Cwmystwyth Mine, 7:71‐72 (P)

O
Obituary,
Harry Pearman, 1:18‐19 (P)
Ogof Cnwc, 1:14
Ogof Craig a Ffynnon, 7:61‐63 (P)
Ogof Daren Cilau,
Beyond Time Dig, 10:99

D
Dan yr Ogof, 4:30 (P)

E
Eastwater Cavern, 4:42‐43 (P)
Eglwys Faen, 4:26 (P), 4:51 (P)
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Top: Llangattock  April; Bottom: Eglwys Faen  June.

Darn Near Killed I, 7:64‐67 (P)
Epocalypse Chokes, 1:10 (P), 4:44‐46 (P)
Flyby Dig, 1:22‐23 (P)
HRC and Western Flyover Clean‐up 10:98
Longer Langa ock Traverse, 7:56‐60 (PS)
Photos, 1:2 (P), 10:77 (P), 10:78 (P)
Trip Sta s cs, 4:47
Ogof Fawr, 7:53 (P), 7:74‐74 (P)
Ogof Fynnon Ddu,
Access, 1:6
Pom Pom Passage, 1:16‐17 (PS)
Ogof Rhyd Sych, 10:78 (P), 80‐81 (P)
Old Daren Sunday School, 1:14‐15 (P), 4:31 (P), 4:48‐50
(P), 7:70 (P), 7:72‐73 (P), 10:97

P
Pant Mawr Pot, 1:11 (P)
Parc Mine, 1:12‐13 (P), 10:82‐83 (PS)
Peak Cavern, 10:91
Pwll y Gwynt, 4:28‐29 (P)

R
Reservoir Hole, 1:8 (P)S

S
Sha er Cave, 1:8‐9 (P)
Sidcot Swallet, 7:54 (P)
Springtails, 10:99 (P)
Swildon’s Hole, 4:43 (P), 7:54 (P), 7:76 (P)

T
Titan, 10:94
Tyning’s Barrows Swallet, 4:36 (P)

V
Vurley Swallet, 1:8‐9 (S)

W
Wapping Mine/Cumberland Cavern, 10:90‐91 (PS)
Withyhill, 1:8‐9 (P)
Wookey Hole Dive Rescue Prac ce, 10:84‐88 (P)

Sec on 2 ‐ Outside UK
Mallorca,
Cova de sa Gleda, 4:25 (P), 4:38‐40 (P), 4:52 (P)

Above: Summer BBQ  June; TopBottom: ‘Glamour Night’  June, Pwll y Gwynt  April, Ap Robert  July, ‘Prestige Pot’
Llangynidr  April, Claisfer Resurgence  July, ODSS roofing  June. Photos by Matt Voysey, Steve Sharp, Martyn Farr
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Cooking at Hard Rock Café
Artwork by Mark Lumley
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